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Full Weekend Schedule

Welcome to Yosemite
Songwriting Retreat
at The Grove House
The Yosemite Songwriting Retreat welcomes you all to The Grove
House for a weekend of creativity and community, all based around
music and songwriting. The retreat will provide attendee's breakfast,
lunch and dinner at TGH (Friday night, Saturday and Sunday). Meals
and breaks are listed on the schedule (page 2) of this booklet. It's
important that you pay attention to those breaks because food will
only be available (in TGH) at these times. Snacks and water will always
be available.
Mentor Sessions are 20 minutes long and here's where you can get
one-on-one feedback about anything you might be writing. There are
40 slots available so please use the sign-up sheets and carefully record
your time and date, mentor, and room#, because if you miss your
session, it's gone.
Four Song Salons are offered where an instructor and the group can
provide feedback on some specific song work that you're doing. The
Salon's take place outside, in the Salon Studio.
Jamming is a great community experience and can happen during meal
breaks and after the open mic sessions. Due to local restrictions, The
Grove House will not serve food or alcohol after 10pm. However, you
can buy canned beverages before 10pm and consume them after
closing. Gail and David will keep the Main Room of the Grove House
open until 11:45. After that, we'll clean up and prep for the next day.
You may bring the Jams to your hotel, but please be mindful of your
neighbors.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call:
Gail @ 209-628-8786 or
David @ 860-918-0881.

Yosemite Songwriting Retreat
Session Descriptions
MorganEve Swain
How to Write Songs When You Don’t Play Guitar
I grew up playing the violin. As a touring musician I’ve played
upright bass, violin, viola, even cello, but it wasn’t until I started
my own band that I started playing guitar on stage. I still don’t
consider myself a guitarist, but here I am, fronting a band with my
little Fender. How do you write songs when you don’t play the
traditional song-writing instruments? In this class we’ll talk about writing from a
place we’re not used to, whether it be turning away from the guitar you know well,
or towards an instrument you don’t quite know.
Writing Like a Writer
For the most part, I’ve always linked music-writing to the great mysterious muse.
It’s either there or it isn’t. To an extent, writing memoir is similar— I need a spark
to get going in the first place. But then there are hours of revision and rewriting
and editing that I rarely give to my songs. What happens when we approach
music-writing like prose-writing? We’ll use this class to play with our approaches
to songwriting with the help of short readings and writing prompts and attempt
to write music in a way we maybe haven’t before.
Johnny Franco
Hearing and Inspiration
Because of the pandemic, for a whole year I had the most tedious
job ever. From nine to five, I faced a wall in a corner, under
fluorescent office lights. This boredom was a true blessing. I never
wrote so many songs before. This class is about setting yourself
up for inspiration. I'll show you a few systems I've come up with to
trigger and harvest the songs within me.
From Idea to Performance
I love the applause. When I perform, that’s what I’m after. But that changes from
person to person. This class is about the transition from idea to concrete song
format and performance. There's a line in a Bob Dylan song that first put me on
this track years ago, it is "I'll know my song well before I start singing".

Joe Craven

Songetry
"Songetry" connects something most of us have already done,
(writing a poem) and this class provides a template to transform
your poem to song. Poems, whether rhyming or not, can tell a
story in an accessible form of metered rhythm. We all possess the
ability to write such stories, short or long and that is the grist for
the mill of songwriting.

The Music Business - Questions and Answers
In this session, Joe will field questions about many aspects of the music making
industry. Joe is a educator, multi instrumentalist musician, re-Imagineer,
weekend poet, festival emcee, inspirational performer and producer. He's
possesses a wealth of experience. Be prepared with your questions about the
music business and Joe will open your mind to the possibilities.
Adam Burns

Magic Chords
As songwriters, we use chords to harmonize our melodies and
set the mood for our compositions. Just like a movie soundtrack
can dramatically affect the feeling of a scene, the chords we
choose can support the emotion of our lyrics.
Have you ever heard a chord change that made you cry?
Or made you late for work? Or made you quit your job!? Once our minds
become established in a musical key, there are certain chords that we expect
to hear. As songwriters, we get to set up this expectation, then confound it
with something that is unexpected, and, if we do it right, magical. In this class
we’ll give your songs a touch of the divine by using the ‘wrong’ chords in a way
that feels oh so right.
Fascinating Rhythm
With its twangs, thrums, clicks, dings and pops, the guitar is an extremely
versatile percussion instrument. A well-crafted rhythm guitar part can make a
good song great, so it’s worth taking some time to explore the rhythmic
possibilities of the instrument.
This class is about the notes you play and the spaces between them. We’ll
start by learning how to listen and replicate rhythms, then work on creating
original patterns. We’ll focus on strumming the guitar, not fingerpicking (that’s
a class for another day!).

Gail Dreifus
Creative Songwriting Magic, Using Tarot as a Writing Tool
Are you stuck and looking for new songwriting ideas? The Tarot
is an unbound narrative, and the cards lend themselves to story
crafting. You will pick 3 Tarot cards, (beginning, middle and end)
develop your story from these prompts and unblock your
creative self. No tarot experience is required! Consider this a
magical way of tapping into songwriting. Let’s pull three cards and see what
happens! Bring paper, pencil, your instrument, and an open mind.
From Start to Finish
Have you ever written a song about a person you don’t know or an experience
you never had? This workshop will focus on the fictional part of writing. We
will practice writing from a perspective that is fictional to you. Writing a song
based only on your experience is easy; writing a fictional song can be more
difficult. Let’s stretch our truths and write from a place we have never tried
before. Our goal is to write a song or ideas that are compelling based on its
own merits, true to the character of its performer or writer. Can you meet this
challenge?
David Budries
Better Sound when Performing
We all want to sound good when performing, but there are
many challenges to getting your sound "right." In this session
we'll talk about and demonstrate (yes, I'll need some
volunteers to play on the main stage for this) microphone
choice and technique, monitoring options as well as mixing
and processing considerations for your live performance. Please come with
questions about any challenges you find when playing out. David have been in
the music and sound business since 1970 and brings his experience to your
stage.

---------------------------------------

MENTOR SESSION REMINDER

Use this section to write down your teacher, day, time and room.

PLEASE sign up for only ONE Mentor Session
Your Mentor:______________________________________________
Your Day, Time and Room: ______________________________

Important Information

REQUIRED ALL-ATTENDEE INTRODUCTORY MEETING
Please note that EVERYONE attending the YSR Live Retreat will
meet at 8:40am on Saturday morning at the Main Stage at The
Grove House Mainstage. Do Not Miss This!

YSR RAFFLE
Providing YSR Tuition Scholarships is a way we try to make this event accessible
to a few more people each year. This is an important goal for us. The YSR RAFFLE
is one way we generate more income that goes directly to scholarships. We
would like to thank the following folks for their contributions to this years raffle.
1850 Restaurant and Brewery
Adam Burns
Alan Alarik - Author
Anahata Fair Trade
Jodie Arellano
Chocolate Soup Gifts
Jaimee Harris
Joe Craven
Johnny Franco

Mae It Be Home
MorganEve Swain
Music Caravan
Pony Expresso Coffee
Ridgeline Gallery and Gifts
Sticks Coffee
Sweetwater Music
The Grove House

Your Feedback is SO Important
This being our 10th Anniversary Retreat, and a welcome return to being "LIVE" at
the Grove House, we want to know what worked well and what did not work so
well. Your honest and respectful feedback is sincerely appreciated. That
feedback has been responsible for many positive changes over the years and we
want to keep improving the retreat as we plan for next year. You may comment
on anything and offer suggestion for additional programming.
To submit your feedback, simply compete the form on our website or email Gail
directly at <gailpisces1@gmail.com> . As an added incentive, if you fill out the
form online by Monday, October 17th, we'll enter you in a special prize drawing.
Thanks in advance for helping to make this a better retreat.

Check us out @ www.yosemitesongwriting.com

A Reminder about Listening
The Main Stage is a place for LISTENING, not talking.
Please be respectful of everyone’s performance and
hold your conversation to a whisper.

We want to thank you all
for participating in the
return of this LIVE
songwriting retreat. It is
such a joy for us all to
come together and make
music. We believe that
this is what makes life
better.

